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SELWYN
BIRCHWOOD

 By Bradley Alston
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Selwyn Birchwood exploded onto the national blues scene in 
2014. He was a fresh, exciting new force that offered well-
honed skills on the guitar and lap steel and in song writing and 

vocals. Anchoring that talent was a charismatic stage presence and 
an infectious smile. He heralded a new direction in the blues.
  His rise was immediate. His 2014 Alligator release, Don’t Call 
No Ambulance, won the Blues Music Award and Living Blues Critic 
Award for Best Debut Album of 2014. In 2015, he took home the Blues 
Blast Rising Star Award. Since then, the band has performed across 
the United States and in 16 countries for thousands and thousands of 
appreciative fans.
  Birchwood’s latest Alligator release continues his rise. He wrote 
all 13 tracks on Living In A Burning House. The recording is an excellent 
balance of driving house-rockin’ straight-ahead blues, colorful soul 
and R&B infused blues, hypnotic Hill Country anthems, and embracing 
storytelling filled with insightful and introspective journeys. The title 
song is a toe-tapping, hip-shaking standout, although “I’d Climb A 
Mountain,” with its Hammond B-3 wall of sound, and “I Got Drunk, 
Laid, And Stoned,” give it plenty of joyful competition.
  “She’s A Dime” is an inviting Motown nod to the label’s fabled 
Funk Brothers. “I’m a huge lover of blues music, but I love ALL music. 
Blues, jazz, soul, country, rock, reggae, classical, rap; I think good 
music is good music.” Birchwood shared, “I try to draw from as many 
sources as I can to try to paint my own picture. You can paint a cool 
picture with the color blue, but it would be a lot more interesting if you 
accented it with and added other colors.”
  “Mama Knows Best” is Birchwood at his storytelling best, and it’s 
his first song with another singer. “The singer is Diunna Greenleaf,” 
he said. “Diunna is a powerhouse of a blues and gospel singer, and 
she is the only person I wanted to sing on that composition. The song 
is a dialogue between a young man and his mother, who are at odds 
over his new love. The mother tries to impart her wisdom, but he 
doesn’t want to listen. I don’t write autobiographically in most cases, 
but this one was pretty close! Come to think if it, I have never worked 
with another singer before this record, but it was important to me to 
do this song to get the story across.”
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  “Freaks Come Out At Night” and “Rock Bottom” are two rockin’ 
submissions that explore the more swinging and exuberant side of the blues. 
Birchwood’s compositional charm and magnetism stem from the Florida 
native taking the listener places not normally visited on blues outings. Two 
songs on the disc, “Through A Microphone” and “My Happy Place,” are 
personal and open explorations of his relationship with his fans and reveal 
an open and inclusive stage persona. 
  That onstage charisma is evident at a Selwyn Birchwood concert. There 
is a natural, unforced kinetic flow that occurs at his shows that reaches out 
to the audience, embracing them and evoking a sense of community.
  Birchwood recalls a concert he attended as a 17-year-old that made 
a strong impression on him. It was by the charismatic and dynamic Buddy 
Guy, and Birchwood was floored by the experience.
  “I went away from that show feeling as though I, and the other 2,000 or 
so crowd, really had a shared experience that transcended just the musical 
aspect. I feel like THAT is what live music is supposed to be.
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The shared experience and energy that everyone is feeling and participating 
in the moment. It has always been my goal to try and generate and hopefully 
give back to the crowd all the joy that I am feeling from performing. I smile 
all the time on stage because there is nowhere else I would rather be!”
  Birchwood’s songwriting is expansive and focused, exploratory and 
time-honored, but always original. In addition to penning all the tunes on 
Living In A Burning House, he also wrote the songs on his earlier four 
releases (two on Alligator Records). “I really pride myself on writing my 
own music. I feel like songwriting is lacking in the blues world these days.
  “People seem to be content simply covering songs,” Birchwood said. 
“I think that we connect to guys like Robert Johnson, B.B. King, Muddy 
Waters, and John Lee Hooker because they were telling their own stories 
in their own voice and their own way. I think that connection is watered 
down and lost when songs are simply parroted. Nobody would want to 
see painters only tracing and copying other artists’ masterpieces. Why do 
we seem to do so in music?”
  His songwriting method does not follow one standard or track. It is 
always a different process. Sometimes he will have an idea for a melody 
or a single line or lyric that he will develop and build upon. Sometimes the 
lyrics come first, other times, the music. “It’s always different. I try to keep 
an open mind to different approaches, to hopefully remain creative.”
  The new disc is also the first time he has worked with a producer. 
Birchwood met Tom Hambridge, the three-time Grammy Award-winning 
producer for Buddy Guy, while on tour. 
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Just before collaborating on Living 
In A Burning House, Hambridge 
snagged another Grammy 
nomination for his Alligator label 
mate Christone “Kingfish” Ingram’s 
debut release. “He brought a ton 
of experience and expertise to our 
process for this album, and we 
are really excited with what we 
achieved on this record.”
  Birchwood has found a home 
at Alligator Records. The label 
was the place where he first fell in 
love with the blues guitar sounds 
of artists like Albert Collins, Hound 
Dog Taylor, Son Seals, and Magic 
Slim. “I’m very honored to be in 
such company.” On working with 
the staff at Alligator, he confided, 
“They are all workaholics (in the 
best possible way). They are just 
as passionate about their jobs in 
getting the music out as I am about 
writing and performing it. It is still 
surreal to see an Alligator logo on 
my records.”
  Birchwood has come far from 
his start as a precocious 12-year-
old musician. That is the age 
when he received his first guitar. 
Birchwood fondly remembers, 
“I was going to join the band at 
school, but my older sister said 
that was for ‘geeks,’ so I landed on 
guitar, and I’m glad that I did!
  He grew up in Orlando, 
Florida. 

The area was a musical challenge 
for the budding blues lover and 
student. There was not much of a 
blues scene outside of a few jams. 
The alert teen recognized that the 
music he heard at the jams was 
definitely not what he was hearing 
on his records at home, and he was 
discontented. “I found myself driving 
three or four hours every weekend 
to try to find performances that 
matched what I was listening to on 
my records, until I finally decided to 
move. I ended up relocating to the 
West coast of Florida, to Tampa, 
where there were many more 
venues and opportunities as well 
as audience support for music and 
arts.”
  A chance meeting with an 
older neighbor was a life-changing 
experience for the young Birchwood. 
He met a Texas transplant named 
Clarence Smith, who saw potential, 
drive, and talent in him. Smith also 
played the guitar and lap steel and 
went by the stage name of Sonny 
Rhodes. Birchwood recounted his 
fiery baptism into the professional 
blues life and touring on the road. 
“I got a crash course in some of the 
hardest tour schedules that I have 
ever heard of before (or since) 
when I joined Sonny Rhodes’ band. 
Sonny is what you would call a 
‘Road Warrior,’ and he came up the 
hard way. My first tour with Sonny, 
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we loaded the van in Orlando, 
Florida, to make way to our first 
show … in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada!
  “The Beltline Blues Festival 
in Calgary was my first blues 
festival stage that I ever performed 
on, and I had to drive 86 hours 
to get there.” Birchwood started 
touring with Rhodes at age 19 and 
continued with him, on and off, for 
six years before returning home 
and focusing on his own music 
and band. “I learned everything I 
know from those years as to what 
it was to be a working and touring 
musician, as well as a bandleader. 
I am forever grateful that an old 
bluesman like that took me under 
his wing and showed what to do 
– and in some cases, what not to 
do.”
  He formed his band after 
meeting his longtime saxophone 
player Regi Oliver at a jam he ran 
while attending college. Oliver 
introduced him to Huff Wright, 
whom he had worked with in 
the Lucky Peterson and Joey 
Gilmore bands. “Regi has now 
been performing with my band 
for the better part of 13 years and 
Huff for nine years. We had a few 
drummers in that time, but most 
recently Philip “Squeak” Walker 
joined the band over a year ago.”
  

Birchwood related that the Covid 
pandemic has been a “complete 
culture shock for people who are 
used to being in a different city/
venue/hotel/place every single day 
and night.” To keep busy he uses 
the downtime to practice and write 
music. “I also Livestream acoustic 
shows twice a week: Wednesday 
is Blues Shadow and Saturday is 
Doing It With The Lights On from 
my Facebook Page, at 8 pm.”
  His thoughts on the future of 
the blues are both characteristically 
generous and optimistic. “I think 
there is a lot to look forward to in 
the future with many young artists 
carrying the torch like my labelmate 
“Kingfish,” and also Jontavious 
Willis, Marquise Knox, and many 
others coming up. It’s an exciting 
time.” 
  Living In A Burning House 
heralds a new level of excellence 
and artistic achievement for the 
Selwyn Birchwood Band. “This new 
album is my best attempt at finding 
my own sound, and I believe we 
have done that. We’ve found a way 
to make the music classic as well 
as contemporary, and I am excited 
to share it. You would be hard-
pressed to find a band that sounds 
exactly like us, and that’s what I’m 
going for. At the end of the day, I 
want to share what I hear and what 
I feel, and this record has done 
that.” - BMO
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
JOHN MAYALL
The First Generation: 1965-1974
Madfish/Snapper UK

A quarantine during a pandemic offers each of us 
many activities to pass time. Most options, like 

remodeling a room, building a garden, or painting a 
room, are, to me, boring, and mindless escapes. Listening 
to John Mayall’s 35 CD set, however, might be the most 
satisfying way to enjoy an endless lockdown. There 
are only 5,000 sets released on February 5, 2021, and 
the $439.99 Amazon price might seem expensive, but 
the enormity of this career retrospective in undeniable. 
Clearly, this set is aimed at either the Mayall completest 

or the new kid on the blues block who just discovered “some guy named Mayall.” 
  Imagine spending weeks of quality time with newly remastered versions of Mayall’s 
original Decca and Polydor albums, including three CD singles and eight unreleased discs, 
music from seven unreleased gigs, including Windsor 1967, Gothenburg 1968, Berlin 1969, 
and San Francisco 1970, 28 unreleased BBC tracks featuring Eric Clapton, Peter Green, and 
Mick Taylor, and an all-inclusive hardback book including many rare photos, memorabilia, 
and a full gig listing for the period. 
  Musically, 35 CDs – equal parts blues, jazz, experimental improvisation, extended 
instrumental solos, long ago unreleased concerts, club dates from long defunct venues, and 
BBC broadcasts – illustrate that Mayall casts a massive musical breadth. To call him the 
Godfather of British Blues, as so many have, might be a misnomer. A godfather is either an 
originator of a form or a ceremonial protector; through these first ten years, the sum of this 
man’s musical accomplishments is more than either.
  He is first and foremost a restlessly creative visionary. In just these first ten years 
of recordings, Mayall directs the British Blues Invasion with his primary disciples, then 
ventures into jazz explorations, and ultimately discovers how these two genres can unite 
as one. All the while writing a treasure trove of original music originally reflective of his 
dedication to American blues forms and its originators, then exploring the jazz forms popular 
at the same time in British clubs of the 1960s. 
  Who else but a Mayall, within a mere ten years, could move seamlessly from the 
exquisite guitar work of Clapton, Green, and Taylor in a traditional blues combo into creating

https://bluesmusicstore.com/
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new musical fantasies with flutes, saxophones, trumpets, and vibraphones while still calling 
his troupe, The Bluesbreakers. 
  In my teen years, the Yardbirds were know as the band that jump started three icons of 
British blues guitar, Clapton, Jeff Beck, and Jimmy Page. At the same time, Mayall has his 
own breeding ground for British blues guitarists, Clapton, Green, and Taylor. That youthful 
triumvirate held the Bluesbreaker guitar chair on stages and recordings from Clapton in 1965 
through Taylor in 1969. The immense contributions and growth of each are well represented 
in both studio and live recordings. 
  As to Mayall, we can understand his early dedication to American blues forms, which 
is reflected in his early musical approach. These 35 CDs, which represents only the first 
Mayall decade, illustrates one thing: in his 55+ year career, John Mayall may have recorded 
more blues records than any other musician. And he may have written more songs too. From 
the initial 1965 recording, which has 11 of 12 Mayall originals, to the final studio record in 
1974, Mayall was a prolific songwriter in many genres.
  Add to that Mayall’s abilities as a bandleader, musical arranger, and talent collector. 
All this and more is evident in this early retrospective. This is the mastermind who brought 
musicians like Dick Heckstall-Smith, Jon Mark, Johnny Almond, Steve Thompson, Larry 
Taylor, Harvey Mandel, Aynsley Dunbar, Sugarcane Harris, Keef Hartley, Jack Bruce, and 
many others. In fact, after Clapton left the Bluesbreakers, Mayall enlisted Green, John McVie, 
and Mick Fleetwood for gigs before they formed a relatively unknown band, Fleetwood 
Mac. That trio is represented on 23 songs recorded on two live CDs from 1967. There are 
also many other places where Green and McVie turn up in the early recordings. 
  I must confess that some of these 35 recordings are likely in the collections of many 
of Mayall’s fans: The Blue Breakers With Eric Clapton (the Beano record), A Hard Road, 
Bare Wires, Blues From Laurel Canyon, and The Turning Point. Some from this period have 
been in featured in compilations: Universal’s 2001 double Back To The Roots (included 
here), Decca’s 1997 As It All Began, 1964-69, and Polygram’s 1992 London Blues 1964-
1968 and Room To Move 1969-1974. And in 2015, Mayall’s current record label, Forty 
Below Records, released the two volume set, John Mayall’s Blues Breakers Live in 1967, 
which includes most, if not all, of the live recordings here from 1967 with Green, McVie, and 
Fleetwood. 
  Truth be told, there are some faults, especially in the seven, unreleased live recordings. 
Throughout these, there is a clear unevenness of quality. Because these were recorded back 
in the dark ages of recording live in club and festival settings, certain instruments overpower 
in some songs drowning out either other instruments or vocals. Seems like it depended on 
where the mic was set up in the room.
  Also, at times the chatter from audience members close to the mic can be heard. 
Finally on some of the live shows, long drum and bass solos might have been fun in that 
moment, but McVie’s four-minute bass solo on “Chicago Line,” followed four songs later 
by the same four-minute bass solo on the same song from a night later in London might be a 
bit overdone. Ditto a Keef Hartley drum solo on another 1967 live recording from an Essex 
University show. Call me a persnickety, but save the bass and drum solos for the live show,

A L B U M  R E V I E W  C O N T I N U E D



“Somewhere between soul, blues, and the early years of rock, John straddles the divide with a wonderful sense of style!” -New England Blues Review

"I wish you all the greatest of health during these 
di�cult times.  I hope this new album brings you 

excitement and joy! I had a ball writing and 
recording it and feel so grateful to have the 

opportunity to share  new music with you.  Please 
be careful and be well ... I look forward to the day 

when I can see you all at a live show! 
Thank you for your support.”   - John Németh                                                                      
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 not the record.
  The biographical 66-page book enclosed in the set offers a wealth of historic Mayall 
pictures, which visually documents his career, and contains Neil Slaven’s exhaustive recount 
of those Mayall years and recordings. Set in a year by year narrative, the six chapters cover 
from Mayall’s early formative childhood years through his early 1970s years in Laurel 
Canyon. Throughout, there are Mayall’s personal recollections about many of his band 
members and/or recordings. Of special interest to me were the recollections of Eric Clapton’s 
tenure with Mayall and his contributions to the Bluesbreaker’s famous Beano album. The 
recollections of Decca producer Mike Vernon are also essential to understand many in-the-
studio moments.
  Also of interest to fans of British blues of those years is the addition of Peter Green 
to the Bluesbreakers. Little wonder Mayall says about Green, “Peter in his prime in the ‘60s 
was just without equal.” Here is an opportunity to hear Green’s gifts in those live recordings 
with McVie and Fleetwood as the Bluesbreaker ensemble before Fleetwood Mac.
 Throughout these pages, there are many other musicians – Mick Taylor, Dick Heckstall-
Smith, Keef Hartley – profiled in relationship to the recordings they were involved with as 
well as detailed narratives about the shifting directions of Mayall’s musical creativity. 
  So these 35 CDs make it official, I have more John Mayall recordings (well over 60) 
in my collection then any other artist. Remember that this set is titled, The First Generation 
1965-1974, which begs the question, “When will there be other decade-long sets to follow?” 
– Art Tipaldi

A L B U M  R E V I E W  C O N T I N U E D
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“Bette is  the swaggering proof 
that there is nothing dated about 
soulful rock and roll sung with 
attitude, defiance, and a take-
no-prisoners aesthetic.“

- American Songwriter

“Bette is capable of breaking off 
a high note with a throaty cry or 
scraping so low and wide that she 
threatens to put her bass player 
out of work.“

- Billboard 

BETTE SMITH
THE GOOD THE BAD 
AND THE BETTE
RUF 1284

“I think we caught lightning in a 
bottle with this snapshot of these 
difficult times and it is possibly my 
best record of my career, born from 
the most challenging time in my life 
as a musician.“

- Jeremiah Johnson

“The record puts Johnson’s love for 
old-school songcraft at the center of 
the action and contains a seemingly 
endless series of memorable tracks, 
which are enhanced by his considerable 
vocal and instrumental skills“

- Rock and Blues Muse 

JEREMIAH JOHNSON
UNEMPLOYED HIGHLY ANNOYED

RUF 1285
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Peter Guralnick - The Man Who Invented Modern Music Journalism
Looking To Get Lost: Adventures In Music And Writing
Little, Brown and Company
By Don Wilcock

Peter Guralnick was one of the first and, in my opinion, 
the best “popular music” journalists in the business. 

His new memoir, Looking To Get Lost published by 
Little, Brown and Company
should be required reading for every college level course 
in the history of the American songbook.
  He began writing about blues in the mid-‘60s for 
Boston After Dark, a weekly alternative newspaper, 
and Fusion, a Rolling Stone competitor. He is a Boston 
University Masters Degree graduate, the son of a noted 
surgeon, and a rabid blues fan. An underground music 
junky with a brain, he GETS OFF on the music, and not 
just blues. He’s written 14 books including Sweet Soul 

Music: Rhythm And Blues And The Southern Dream Of Freedom, Searching For 
Robert Johnson, Last Train To Memphis: The Rise Of Elvis Presley, and Sam 
Philips: The Man Who Invented Rock ‘n’ Roll.
  Looking To Get Lost is not an academic treatise salted with footnotes on 
other academic sources written by writers far removed from their subjects. He 
calls upon a half century of recollections based on time spent not just interviewing 
his subjects but getting to know them as friends. In other words, for half a century 
he has been there with the musicians he obviously loves.
  He and I both started writing about music at a time very different than now. 
In 1964, I co-wrote a review of The Rolling Stones’ Now album with Bill Nowlin, 
who would go on to be co-founder of Rounder Records. The Tufts Weekly rejected 
it as inappropriate. “That’s like my seeing Bo Diddley at Boston College,” says 
Guralnick today. “This was like 1964, and he was on the same bill as the Rooftop

B O O K  R E V I E W 



 Singers. They had to do two separate concerts. He was quite rude and rowdy and 
not well accepted at B.C. At the show I saw, he had The Duchess with him and 
Jerome. And The Duchess was wearing a gold lame pant suit, not a dress and it 
was amazing.”
  Guralnick’s early writing as a fledgling music journalist in 1965 was 
revolutionary for its eclecticism and open adulation of both “underground” 
rock and roll and the blues roots of rock and roll in a literary world that by 
and large ignored both. He was a major influence on me when I started writing 
music columns for The Army Reporter in Vietnam in 1969. At the time, rock 
“journalism,” if you could even call it journalism, consisted of fan gossip aimed 
at tweenage girls and focused on airbrushed pictures of teen idols and whom 
they were dating. Hit Parader was the most serious of the lot. They actually ran 
the lyrics of the top 20 songs played on stations around the country aimed at the 
burgeoning youth market. 
  When Guralnick did his first interview with Skip James in 1965, blues was 
a footnote on the folk music genre that was inspiring hootenannies on college 
campuses, essentially open jams in which the participants were judged by how 
close they could approximate recordings of ethnic regional artists. The older the 
better. Electric blues was bar band music totally ignored by the few “serious” 
writers who wrote exclusively about acoustic Delta blues as if it were an academic 
history lesson.
  Guralnick didn’t tape his interview with James. It’s more of a conversation 
with someone whose cultural background was totally antithetical to Guralnick’s. 
He was compelled to find out more about this artist who might as well have come 
from the different planet, and, in Looking To Get Lost, he does just that. He gets 
lost in the wisdom of an elder black man from the deep South whose perspective 
on life was every bit as interesting as his songs.
  Guralnick’s dad, a storied surgeon by profession, had been the editor of 
his college newspaper, and in this memoir, Guralnick writes, “He urged me to 
leave the tape recorder at home, a real reporter relied solely on his notes.”  I 
asked Guralnick how many times he’s kicked himself that he didn’t tape that first 
interview. To my shock he said he never has.
  “I’ve taken each thing that I’ve done as being the product of the moment, 
and I didn’t actually start taping interviews consistently until I was doing Sweet 
Soul Music, and really it was J.W. Alexander who turned me onto it. I don’t have 
a moment with Charlie Rich (covered in this memoir) on tape, and I’ve got a lot 
of time with him. And don’t ask me why. It was just that somehow, I had it in

B O O K  R E V I E W 
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 my mind that we were having these conversations, and it would be an intrusion. 
I don’t think this is true, but that’s what I had on my mind. 
  “I don’t have a moment of Sleepy La Beef (also covered in his new book) 
on tape, and again I spent a tremendous amount of time with him. This was 1970 
when I first met Charlie Rich. I can’t explain, but in some ways, I sort of take it 
that whatever it was was not meant to be, but it was what I dealt with. I think I’m 
framing this more ideally than what it is, but I like to think that whatever you’ve 
got, that’s what you go with.”
  From the beginning, Guralnick didn’t draw a line between acoustic Delta 
blues by artists like James and the plugged-in post-war Chicago artists who were 
sending black stockyard workers on the West and South Side into a frenzy of 
escape from their everyday tedium. To him, these were real people. He did not 
maintain a professional distance from the subjects of his articles and books. He 
became their friend. And to a one, they treated him as an equal. They got into his 
head as much as he got into theirs. And his ability to convey that to his readers is 
unprecedented.
  In this memoir Guralnick is “looking to get lost” in the back stories of 
a plethora of American musical legacies from Sam Cooke to Tammy Wynette, 
Elvis Presley to Howlin’ Wolf, Chuck Berry to Johnny Cash, all of whom he 
writes about lovingly in this 500-page journey into their lives.
  One of the highlights of my life was introducing Guralnick at a Blues 
Foundation IBC lunch years ago where I said it’s hard enough for a great blues 
band to hold our attention for two hours in concert. Guralnick does it for hundreds 
of pages in book after book.
  Reading Looking To Get Lost is like having a laminated backstage pass to 
every concert you ever went to and then being invited to hang with the artist for 
weeks, first on tour and then back home as he or she comes down from the buzz.
  My interview with Guralnick turned into a conversation like the thousands 
that he and I have both done. When he called me exactly at the time agreed to 
down to the second, I knew we were brothers of a different mother. He didn’t talk 
down to me like I was the student and he the professor, but rather associates. I 
guess I should have expected that, given his way with all the subjects he writes 
about.
  Spending an hour with the journalist who most inspired me is a gift I 
treasure. At the end of our conversation, I told him I want to be like him when I 
grow up except there’s one problem: I don’t want to grow up. His response?  Me 
neither!

B O O K  R E V I E W 



B O O K  R E V I E W 



A L B U M  R E V I E W
SUGAR RAY & THE BLUETONES WITH LITTLE CHARLIE BATY
Too Far From The Bar
Severn

West Coast blues, East Coast blues. This is the nexus, where 
they meet, with Easterner Sugar Ray Norcia and his lyrical 

harmonica melding with Californian Little Charlie Baty, guitarist 
extraordinaire. Norcia, having played with possibly every New 
England band worth mentioning (Roomful of Blues, J. Geils, 
Duke Robillard, Ronnie Earl & The Broadcasters among them) 
brings his evocative musicianship plus his comfortable vocal 
style throughout this 15-track release, including five originals and 
an alternate version of “Reel Burner.”

  What brought me up short is the realization that this might well 
be the last recording session in which Little Charlie participated – he passed away on 
March 6, 2020 of a heart attack, in Vacaville, California. He was 66. 
In 1976, he formed Little Charlie and The Nightcats with Rick Estrin and lasting through 
2008, much of it with Alligator (starting in 1987). Knowing this is enough to make this 
a special disc. But there’s more to appreciate here, including the fact that Baty was 
teamed with 40-year Bluetones veterans Neil Gouvin (drums), Anthony Geraci (piano), 
and Michael “Mudcat” Ward (acoustic bass) as well as their eponymous leader. Baty is 
on 11 cuts; producer Duke Robillard appears on the others.
  The result is highly entertaining. Favorite tracks are: “Don’t Give No More Than 
You Can Take,” “Too Far From The Bar” (an original boogie number), the brisk “My 
Next Door Neighbor,” and “The Night I Got Pulled Over” (a pretty cool talking blues 
composed by Geraci, hopefully not based on fact). Then there are the two versions of 
the Norcia original, “Reel Burner.” The second is listed as an “alternate take.” They’re 
both instrumentals with propulsive tempos, a sort of hybrid jump blues and shuffle. 
Call them both “jump shuffles,” maybe. To these ears, they are virtually identical and 
both are terrific. The alternate is about 27 seconds shorter, and so perhaps it could be 
considered “tidier.” But for me, they could have put an entire CD’s worth of “Reel Burner” 
alternates on this disc and I’d be happy. This is a fun, fun release, made memorable for 
Charlie Baty’s presence.
– M.E. Travaglini



http://www.tampabaybluesfest.com/


A L B U M  R E V I E W
CRYSTAL SHAWANDA
Church House Blues
New Sun Records/True North Records

Crystal Shawanda’s Church House Blues is a 
consistently good album of soulful blues and blues-

rock from start to finish. Raised in Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario, Crystal Shawanda is a talented singer-songwriter 
with some great original songs to back up her startlingly 
good voice. Shawanda has obviously spent some time 
honing her craft in Louisiana and blues clubs, as she 

closes her album with a message song, one of concern for 
anyone who loves blues, “New Orleans Is Sinking.” Shawanda has a lovely, 
earthy, soulful voice, flexible, and a cross between Janis Joplin and Tracy 
Nelson.
  Her four originals stand out on this album, but so do her all-important 
opening and closing tunes, “Church House Blues” and “New Orleans Is 
Sinking.” Considered by some to be a country artist in Canada, Shawanda 
is a well-trained vocalist. I’ll bet she puts on a heck of a live show, and her 
backing band is very tight.  An outdoor show she planned over the summer 
in Woodbridge, N.J., was cancelled – perhaps with the rest of her tour – but 
here’s hoping she makes her way south into the U.S. more often in 2021-
2022.
– Richard J. Skelly



https://www.visitclarksdale.com/


A L B U M  R E V I E W
GABE STILLMAN
Gabe Stillman & The Nighthawks
Self-release

The initial track on this seven-song release has the unmistakable 
sound of The Nighthawks – there’s no mistaking Mark Wenner! 

But something else is happening, a spry guitar passage that could 
have come right out of The ‘Hawks’ pocket. But, no! It’s not Jimmy 
Thackery; not Pete Kanaras; not Dan Hovey; nor any of the famed 
Nighthawks guitarists past or present. It’s this young guitarist, I’d 
never heard of, Gabe Stillman. Turns out, he’s a guitar stud.
  Haven’t heard of him? Haven’t heard him? Well, take a listen. 
This relatively green musician can stand shoulder-to-shoulder with 
The ‘Hawks and quite likely with any other bands out there. He 

plays confidently, skillfully, even beautifully. And he can sing! Darned impressive for this 
Pennsylvania-based newcomer who has been performing ever since he was a very young 
kid. Having graduated early from high school in the Williamsport region, he matriculated 
at Berklee College of Music, graduating in but 27 months. And that was about six years 
ago. Now at 25 years old, Stillman has earned the attention of those “in the know”; he was 
awarded the Gibson Guitar Award for the 2019 International Blues Challenge, where his 
eponymous band at the time was selected to be among the eight final contestants among 
a crowded international field of over 150 bands.
  So, don’t skip past this review. If this recording is any indication, the highly-charged, 
highly-talented Stillman appears poised to become a regular on the blues circuit. He gives 
entertaining renditions of songs by the likes of The Coasters’ “Down In Mexico” (a Lieber & 
Stoller composition); Little Walter’s and Willie Dixon’s “Up The Line”; and Clifton Chenier’s 
“I’m Coming Home.” My take is that it’s on the originals here that he makes his bones. 
“Flying High” is one that Stillman worked up with The ‘Hawks; “Moving Up In Class” is 
a Wenner tune; “She’s Bad” and “Shame, Shame” are all Stillman’s. These are songs 
anyone would want to hear repeatedly, and they would be welcome on the set lists of such 
notable bluesmen as Toronzo Cannon and George Thorogood with whom, coincidentally, 
Stillman has performed. 
 Before taking this assignment, Dean Rosenthal (whose recording was reviewed 
recently in Blues Music Magazine online) told me, “this kid is the real deal.” Indeed.
– M.E. Travaglini
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CONTROL

“Salgado’s vocals are soulful
beauty. Fresh, unexpected,

authentic, percolating...perfectly
executed...simply delicious”

–Living Blues
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
GREGG MARTINEZ
MacDaddy Mojeaux
Nola Blue

Veteran singer/songwriter/multi-instrumentalist Gregg Martinez, whose 
sobriquet is “MacDaddy” was formerly one of the legendary Boogie 

Kings’ vaunted vocalists, a list which included such Louisiana luminaries 
as G.G. Shinn (to whom the album is dedicated), Jerry “Count” Jackson 
(aka Jerry LaCroix; also known to fans of Edgar Winter’s White Trash), 
and Duane Yates. Martinez was inducted into the Louisiana Music Hall of 
Fame in 2019.
  His Nola Blue debut, his twelfth album and first since 2016’s Soul 
Of The Bayou, is a solid set of mainly soul and blues performed with 
conviction and panache. There are four originals among the 13 tracks. 

Martinez penned the dreamy ballad “Moonlight & Magnolias” and the 
rollicking zydeco-rocker “Eva Delle” propelled by Sonny Landreth’s slithery slide (it also features 
Anthony Dopsie on accordion and Rockin’ Dopsie, Jr. on rub board). Guitarist/co-producer Tony 
Goulas and Martinez collaborated on the churning epiphany “This House.” Goulas composed the 
ballad “Just Stay Gone”; Martinez’s deepest vocals ache with a melancholy determination that 
had me thinking of James Carr. The blues are represented by Ray Charles’ bristling stop-time 
declamation “I Believe Io My Soul” and Freddie King’s world-weary “Same Old Blues” (written by 
Don Nix).
  There are five soul nuggets from the sixties and seventies: “Snatching It Back” (Clarence 
Carter), “Can I Change My Mind” (Tyrone Davis), “You Left The Water Running” (the Dan Penn 
classic popularized by Otis Redding and Wilson Pickett among others), “Starting All Over Again,” 
a duet with Goulas (Mel & Tim, Sam & Dave), and “Don’t Pull Your Love,” a duet with Charlene 
Howard (originally recorded by one hit wonders Hamilton, Joe Frank & Reynolds; however, 
Martinez’s was inspired by Sam & Dave’s version). A major surprise is his soulful rendition of the 
oft-covered seventies pop hit “Wildflower” by the Canadian group Skylark. Another surprise is 
the album closer (and bonus track) “Marie” by Randy Newman; Martinez is accompanied only by 
piano and strings.
  Drummer Tim Courville anchors a cast of 16 musicians that includes notables like bassist 
Lee Allen Zeno and saxophonist Ronnie Eades from the Muscle Shoals Horns who leads the horn 
section. Swamp Pop purveyor Martinez deftly combines a variety of genres in his musical gumbo 
whose main ingredients are blues and soul. Martinez’s fans will certainly want MacDaddy Mojeaux 
but his music will also appeal to fans of artists like Billy Price, Frank Bey, the Bo-Keys, and the 
Phantom Blues Band.
– Thomas J. Cullen III



https://www.ericjohanson.com/


A L B U M  R E V I E W
REVEREND SHAWN AMOS
blue sky
Put Together Music

The latest from singer/songwriter/harpist Reverend Shawn Amos 
features ten diverse co-written originals that owe more to country, 

folk, and rock influences than to those of blues, R&B, and soul. Amos 
is accompanied by the Brotherhood of long time guitarist Chris “Doctor” 
Roberts, drummer Brady Blade (Indigo Girls, Buddy & Julie Miller), and 
bassist Christopher “CT” Thomas (Macy Gray, Norah Jones), Friends of 
the Brotherhood: Matt Hubbard (piano and organ) and Ben Peeler (lap 
steel, pedal steel, dobro, and mandolin), and the Sisterhood of vocalists 

Piper Amos, Ruthie Foster, Sharlotte Gibson, and Kenya Hathaway.
  The opening track “Stranger Than Today” is ostensibly a tribute to Little Walter. The lightly 
strummed acoustic guitar and Peeler’s wispy slide made me think of Bob Dylan’s Nashville Skyline 
album. Amos’ softly sung, sometimes cryptic lyrics and gentle harp playing don’t really evoke Little 
Walter’s muscular magnificence. The only direct references to Little Walter are “Mister Marion 
Walter Jacobs never said goodbye,” “54th Street” (where Walter died in an apartment after a fight), 
and “Marksville Parish” (Walter’s Louisiana birth parish). 
  The only traditional blues is the hard driving shuffle “27 Dollars” about his desire to own a 
Coupe DeVille and to drive around in luxury with his woman and some bottles of beer. It had me 
thinking of the Floyd Dixon’s R&B classic “When I Get Lucky.” Two other high-energy tunes are 
the blues-rockers “Hold Back,” suggestive of the Rolling Stones, and “Counting Down The Days.” 
Kenya Hathaway (daughter of singers Donny and Eulaulah Hathaway and younger sister of singer 
Lulah Hathaway) is featured on two of the album’s most introspective tunes about lost love and 
the attendant memory pain: “The Pity And The Pain,” wherein Amos laments “I’d never thought I’d 
say that California now reminds me of my own mortality,” and “Albion Blues,” (Albion is an ancient 
name for England), a somber realization of “I hear Albion and Africa, red roses on the clouds, 
everything we have will never been the same.” The album ends on a high note with the Crescent 
City second line romper and group chant “Keep The Faith, Have Some Fun” with life affirming 
lyrics “Keep the faith, have some fun, spread a little joy to everyone” and the Mud Bug Brass Band 
providing the jubilant punch. Fans of Americana and singer-songwriters will find much to enjoy on 
blue sky.
– Thomas J. Cullen III

      



- Based in Memphis TN. the Home Of Blues, Soul, & Rock 'N' Roll 
is where the Blues Music Store is located and features all your  
favorite music and musicians. 
- Don't see what you're looking for? Call us toll free at 1 - (855) 
872-5837 and we will help you find it! 
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stock and ready to ship today.
- With over 40,000 music related items shipped since opening in 
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- FLAT RATE USA SHIPPING ONLY $3.50 PER ORDER!
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
LISA MANN
Old Girl
JayRay Records

This five-song EP showcases master bassist Lisa Mann’s 
exceptional growth as a bandleader, songwriter, and 

vocalist. The Portland-based, by way of West Virginia, 
artist has won among many other awards, the prestigious 
Blues Music Award for Outstanding Bassist, twice no less, 
which are major accomplishments in her stellar, 20-year+ 
career.
  Enjoying the well-deserved accolades, Mann’s “Really 

Good Band” frolics with her throughout this fine effort. 
It’s an all original EP with one exception, the beautifully rendered Sister 
Rosetta Sharp’s “That’s All.” With poignancy, wisdom, and perspective, the 
contemporary blues CDs’ title track just shines as Mann’s voice wraps around 
a very personal tale of graceful, positive, and very personal passage of time. 
Comic relief, based on what Mann states is a true story, comes by way of 
“It’s The Monkeys Or Me,” a hilarious romp pitting woman against simian in a 
emotional battle with apparently no clear winner. ”Everybody’s Making Money” 
is a humorous but common lament of musicians everywhere who see their 
efforts financially usurped by most everyone at the artists’ expense. The EP’s 
final track “Around Here” is a treasure of remembrance and an absolutely 
beautiful tribute to artists passed.
  Mann graces every song she sings, and while fans and newcomers alike 
might long for a full-length musical effort, this terrific EP will satisfy hardened 
blues fans and appreciative music listeners alike until she releases even more 
vital music.
– Joseph Jordan



https://mc-records.com/


A L B U M  R E V I E W
RICK SHEA
Love & Desperation
Tres Pescadores Records

Rick Shea broke out on the Southern California music scene when 
he and vocalist Patti Booker co-led a fine country band 30 years 
ago. Since then he has been a frequent performer at such long-time 
Los Angeles-area venues as McCabe’s, the Fret House, Boulevard 
Music, and the Cinema Bar. He’s also played backup for touring 
musicians as diverse as Syd Straw and Dave Alvin. Plus, since the 
pandemic, he’s even done weekly shows on Facebook. The man 
keeps busy. 
  Now there’s a new album, his tenth, with the timely title of Love & 
Desperation. It’s very good, especially if you accept the notion that 

Bakersfield-style honky-tonk blues is just as valid as Chicago and Delta blues. True, as a 
vocalist Shea does sound more like a country artist than bluesman, but then “blues” can 
cover a wide range of material – for example, give a listen to the mighty Merle Haggard 
singing “Workin’ Man Blues,” “California Blues,” or “Blues Stay Away From Me” for an 
antecedent.
  Shea starts Love & Desperation with “Blues Stop Knockin’ At My Door,” originally 
recorded as a rockabilly tune by Al Ferrier in 1957 and subsequently blues-ified by Lazy 
Lester, Mark Hummel, and the fabulously named Joe Pete’s Hubcap Experience. It’s the 
only cover tune in this 12-song, 50-minute set, and Shea gives it a raunchy roadhouse spin 
with support from Jeff Turmes (Mavis Staples, Janiva Magness, James Harman) on bass, 
Shawn Nourse drums and Phil Parlapiano on Cajun-sounding accordion.
  Then Shea and the same lineup turn melancholy for a break-up song called “Blues At 
Midnight,” before Turmes switches to saxophone for “(Down At The Bar At) Gypsy Sally’s,” 
a raucous number about a place where whiskey tastes like kerosene, Stagger Lee shoots 
pool, the Wolfman is on the prowl, and “Little Walter’s in the alley making a mess of some 
poor fool.” 
  Other songs include the dyspeptic “Nashville Blues” (Shea’s not a fan of the pre-
fab country music), a story-tune titled “Texas Lawyer,” the partly in Spanish “Juanita (Why 
Are You So Mean?),” and the end-of-the-world saga “Big Rain Is A Comin’ Mama.” He’s 
joined by several more SoCal “fixtures” on these tracks, including Dan Navarro of Lowen & 
Navarro and multi-instrumental Skip Edwards, who has worked with everyone from Dwight 
Yoakam to Walter Trout. 
– Bill Wasserzieher



https://dougdeming.com/


A L B U M  R E V I E W
THE LIZZARD KINGS
The Shadow Of Jim Crow
Inside Sounds

The Lizzard Kings (two intentional zzs) are a blues-rock 
band out of Memphis and not to be confused with Lizard 

Kings (one z) bands in Los Angeles and New York (both Doors 
tribute combos) or a same-named ice hockey team in Florida 
(now there’s an oxymoron) that recently went skates up. 
  The double-z Kings date back to the mid-1990s when guitarist 
Wally B. Ford put together the first aggregation. After a lot of 
downtime, the latest lineup, with vocalist Charles Ponder in 
front of the microphone, are back with a new release called The 

Shadow Of Jim Crow on Inside Sounds. It’s an easy guess that an album referencing 
the South’s Jim Crow past has more to it than just songs about boozing, good-love-
gone-bad, or taking-to-the-highway. Racism isn’t history; it’s everyday these days, 
with hate crimes hitting record highs each of the last four years. 
  But the Lizzard Kings aren’t an agit-prop group. They come across more as a 
fine-tuned band that doesn’t mince words in such songs as “Pennsylvania Avenue 
Blues,” “Big Money,” and “Red, White, Blue & Green” (the last the color of what fuels 
American politics) and the title one about the South’s Jim Crow ever-present past. 
But they also offer tunes about dancing in the streets during Mardi Gras, the “love 
shuffle” involved in changing partners, the curve appeal of a sexy new person (or 
maybe car), and even a highway blues song with slide guitar that’s just different 
enough to separate it from a thousand other tunes on the same theme. 
  Guitarist Ford and co-producer Eddie Dattel wrote all the material on this 11-
song, 33-minute release. Besides Ford and vocalist Charles Ponder, Tim Goolsby 
plays bass, Dwayne Caudill is the drummer, and Steve Seligman is also on guitar. 
Other Memphis players, including Taylor Orr of the Ghost Town Blues Band and sax-
man Carl Wolfe, also sit-in on various tracks, along with backing vocalists Daphne 
Greenleaf and Melissa Van Pelt Johnson.
– Bill Wasserzieher



https://jackdappabluesradio.tv/
https://endlessblues.com/
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WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
“This is classic unadorned soul music, just the way we remember it…” 
 — Jim Hynes, Glide Magaine

“We can give this inconspicuous, but wonderful soul man a better place in the 
music scene.” — Celis Freddy, Rootstime Magazine, Belgium

“For Southern Soul Blues performed with grit, wit, and sartorial splendor, 
there is only one man to go to: Los Angeles-by-way-of-Louisiana singer Sonny 
Green.” — Michael Hurtt, Ponderosa Stomp

“A man who can sing circles around just about anyone…”
 — Bill Bentley, Americana Highways

Ghost Town Blues Band

  & BOTTLENECK SLIDES
 * By MATT ISBELL *

MEMPHISCIGARBOX.COM

HAND MADE DELTA INSTRUMENTs

VOODOO BLUeS
Gráinne Duffy

Unique innovative blend of blues, rock, Americana and Celtic influences,  
inspirational songwriting and performances characterised by intense,  
emotional vocals and dazzling fretwork. (Blues Matters!)
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New album OUT NOW!

www.grainnedu�y.com

http://www.bratgirlmedia.com/
https://www.grainneduffy.com/
http://www.ghosttownbluesband.com/Memphis-Cigar-Box-Guitars.php
http://littlevillagefoundation.com/sonny-green/
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Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music! 

PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY

bigharpgeorge.com       facebook.com/bigharpgeorge       instagram/bigharpgeorge

Here we go on another thrilling ride with Big Harp George, a bluesman like 
no other! Beginning somewhere between Memphis and New Orleans and 
ending in the Gaza Strip, George taps a current in blues that voices the 
pain and the hopes of the oppressed, leavened by a spirit of life-affirming 
humor and joy.

“[Big Harp George] plays his chromatic harmonica with a dynamite 
combination of rhythm, pitch, intonation, and style. He remains a 
mighty fine songwriter displaying a keen intellect.” 
  Randall Parrish, Vivascene

“… [Big Harp George] brings a lifetime of experiences to the table 
and presents songs that are imbued with a knowing, insightful wit.”    

     David MacMurray, Blues Junction Productions

“Big Harp George remains an absolute master of the chromatic harmonica, blowing brilliantly sculpted, richly melodic 
solos and obbligatos throughout …”  Lee Hildebrand, Living Blues

Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music! 

PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY

bigharpgeorge.com       facebook.com/bigharpgeorge       instagram/bigharpgeorge

Living In The City  Big Harp George  
NEW RELEASE COMING 10/10/20

https://www.davekeller.com/
https://www.bigharpgeorge.com/


''Blue Heart Records and Malaya Blue are a match made in blues heaven. The support and 
professionalism is �rst class; it's clearly a label destined to become a world leader. We are 
proud to be part of the family''             - Steve Yourglivch, Manager- Malaya Blue

PHOTO BY ED SAWICKI

ALSO AVAILABLE ON
BLUE HEART RECORDS

With one foot in the 50's 
and one foot in the future, 
for her debut album 
Veronica Lewis pays 
homage to her in�uences - 
Katie Webster, Otis Spann, 
Jerry Lee, Pinetop Perkins 
and Marcia Ball.   Available February 2021!

www.veronicalewis.com

www.blueheartrecords.com
@blueheartrecs

https://bobmargolin.com/
https://www.nola-blue.com/blueheartrecords
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“red-hot blues rock” 
 – Rock & Blues Muse

VizzTone
label group

Available Worldwide July 17, 2020

https://www.tooslim.net/
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